Beauty without borders

XPS 13 2-in-1 (9365)

**Ultimate mobility**
Thin and sleek, this precision-crafted 13-inch 2-in-1* convertible is the smallest on the planet. It weighs 2.7 pounds, is powered by Intel’s 7th gen processors and works up to 15 hours a day before needing a charge. Elevate your experience today.

**Stunning touchscreen**
Stunning viewing experience for clarity and fine detail with available UltraSharp QHD+ display that also works beautifully with the Dell Active Pen powered by WACOM.

**Burst of power**
Dynamic Power Mode delivers extra processing power in short bursts when you need it, delivering up to 10% more performance than previous generation XPS 13.*

**Manageable and secure**
Select custom configurations are globally available and supported with the same level of life cycle management as Latitude.
# Features & Technical Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Model Number</strong></th>
<th>XPS 13 2-in-1 (9365)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **CPU**          | 7th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-7Y54 processor (4M Cache, up to 3.2 GHz)  
7th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-7Y75 processor (4M Cache, up to 3.6 GHz)  
7th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-7Y57 Processor (4M Cache, up to 3.3GHz), vPro  
7th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-7Y75 Processor (4M Cache, up to 3.6GHz), vPro |
| **Graphics**     | Intel® HD Graphics 615 |
| **Operating System** | Microsoft® Windows 10 Pro 64  
Microsoft® Windows 10 Home 64 bit |
| **Memory**       | 4GB, 8GB or 16GB Dual Channel LPDDR3 SDRAM at 1866MHz (On Board) |
| **Display**      | 13.3-inch UltraSharp Quad HD+ (3200x1800) InfinityEdge touch display  
13.3-inch FHD (1920 x 1080) InfinityEdge touch display  
400-nits, 1000:1 contrast ratio, 72% color gamut, 170° wide viewing angle - 85° / 85° / 85° / 85°  
10-finger touch display with edge-to-edge Corning® Gorilla® Glass 4 with anti-reflective and anti-smudge |
| **Storage Options** | M.2 128GB SATA Solid State Drive  
M.2 256GB, 512GB or 1TB PCIe NVMe Solid State Drive  
M.2 256GB and 512GB PCIe NVMe Self Encrypting Solid State Drive (March 2017) |
| **Battery Options** | 46WHR battery (built-in)*  
*Battery is built-in to the laptop and is not replaceable by the customer. |
| **Power Options** | 30W AC adapter Type C (3’ AC/6’ DC) |
| **Keyboard / touchpad** | Full size, backlit chiclet keyboard; 1.3mm travel  
Precision touchpad, seamless glass integrated button |
| **Pen**          | Dell Active Pen PN556W (optional, sold separately) Powered by WACOM, 2048 pressure sensitivity |
| **Optical Drive Options** | External Options Only |
| **Multimedia**   | Microsoft Skype for Business Certified  
Widescreen HD (720p) infrared webcam  
Stereo speakers professionally tuned with Waves MaxxAudio® Pro (1W x 2 = 2W total)  
Dual array integrated digital microphone  
Headset/Mic combo jack |
| **Connectivity options** | Intel® Dual-Band Wireless-AC 8265 Wi-Fi + BT 4.2 Wireless Card (2x2)  
Miracast™ capable©  
Intel® Smart Connect Technology* |
| **Fingerprint reader** | Microsoft Hello compliant fingerprint reader option |
| **Ports, Slot, Chassis** | Thunderbolt™ 3 (4 lanes of PCI Express Gen 3) with PowerShare, DC-In & DisplayPort (1);  
USB-C 3.1 with PowerShare, DC-In & DisplayPort (1); microSD card reader, headset jack (1), Noble lock slot (1)  
Thunderbolt™ 3 supports: Power in / charging, PowerShare, Thunderbolt 3 (40Gbps bi-directional), USB 3.1 Gen 2  
(10Gbps), VGA, HDMI, Ethernet and USB-A via Dell Adapter (sold separately) |
| **Weight**       | Starting at 2.7 pounds (1.24 kg) |
| **Dimension**    | Height: 0.32-0.54” (8 -13.7 mm) / Width: 11.98” (304 mm) / Depth: 7.8”(199mm) |
| **Construction** | CNC machined aluminum in silver or black  
Edge-to-edge Corning® Gorilla® Glass 4  
Carbon fiber composite palm rest with soft touch paint  
Steel hinges wrapped in aluminum |
| **Docking**      | Dell Dock - WD15 (optional, sold separately)  
Dell Dock with Monitor Stand - DS1000 (optional, sold separately)  
Dell Thunderbolt Dock - TB16 (optional, sold separately) |
Security
TPM 2.0 FIPS 140-2 Certified, TCG Certified
Optional Fingerprint Reader (100% attach on silver)
Infrared camera (Windows Hello compliant enabled with release of Win10 RS2 by June 2017)
Dell Client Command Suite
Optional Dell Data Security and Management Software:
  - Dell Endpoint Security Suite Enterprise
  - Dell Data Guardian
  - Dell Encryption (Enterprise or Personal)
  - Dell Threat Defense
  - Dell Protected Workspace
  - MozyPro®, or MozyEnterprise
  - RSA NetWitness® Endpoint
  - VMware Airwatch®
  - Absolute Data & Device Security
  - RSA SecurID Access

System Management
Intel® vPro™ (AMT 11.0) Technology’s advanced management features (optional, requires Intel WiFi® Link WLAN and a vPro compatible processor), Dell Client Command Suite available (dell.com/command), Factory Installed Dell Client Command | Power Manager available via Cirrus

Regulatory and Environmental Compliance
Regulatory Model: T02H
Regulatory Type: T02H001
ENERGY STAR 6.1
EPEAT Gold Registered. For specific country participation and rating, please see www.epeat.net
Hg-Free/Arsenic-Free
BFR/PVC free (not including PSU)

Sensors
Gyroscope, eCompass/Magnetometer, Accelerometer

Warranty and service
Limited Hardware Warranty®, Standard 1 year Mail-in Service after Remote Diagnosis, optional (up to) 4-year hardware warranty and Dell ProSupport contracts available.

Ecosystem

---

1 Hard Drives: GB means 1 billion bytes and TB equals 1 trillion bytes; actual capacity varies with preloaded material and operating environment and will be less.
2 Graphics & shared memory: GB means 1 billion bytes and TB equals 1 trillion bytes; significant system memory may be used to support graphics, depending on system memory size and other factors.
3 Weight: Weights vary depending on configuration and manufacturing variability.
5 Performance: Based on testing in Dell Labs November 2016 using Symsmark 2014 Office Productivity benchmark test comparing XPS 13 2-in-1 (9365 to the previous generation XPS 13 (9350). Actual performance will vary based on usage, configuration and manufacturing variability.
6 MobileMark 2014 battery benchmark: XPS 13 2-in-1 tested with 7th Gen Intel Core i5, 8GB RAM, 128GB SSD and FHD display. Based on testing using the Mobile Mark 2014 battery life benchmark test. For more information about this benchmark test, visit www.bapco.com. Actual battery life may be significantly less than the test results and varies depending on product configuration and use, software, usage, operating conditions, power management settings and other factors. Maximum battery life will decrease with time.
8 Remote Diagnosis: Mail-In Service after Remote Diagnosis is determination by online/phone technician of cause of issue; may involve customer access to inside of system and multiple or extended sessions. If the issue is covered by Limited Hardware Warranty and not resolved remotely, shipping instructions will be provided. Availability varies. See dell.com/servicecontracts.
9 ProSupport: Dell ProSupport availability and terms vary by region. See dell.com/servicecontracts/global.
10 Wireless antenna and module available only at time of system purchase; Intel 8265ac card support BT4.2 but is limited to BT4.1 by Windows OS.
Exceptional experience by design.

XPS 13 2-in-1 (9365)

At The Desk

- Dell UltraSharp 27 InfinityEdge Monitor - U2717D
- Dell Dock – WD15
- Dell Premier Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – KM717

On-The-Go

- Dell Premier Sleeve 13
- Dell Active Pen PN556W
- Dell Hybrid Adapter + Power Bank - PH45W17-CA
- Dell Adapter | USB Type-C to MI/VGA/Ethernet/USB 3.0